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Abstract:
The reversed field pinch (RFP) offers unique capabilities that could be essential to closing gaps to
fusion power. The RFP has large plasma current and small toroidal field, with q(r) < 1. Two key
benefits arise: (1) the possibility for ohmic heating to ignition and (2) minimization of the field
strength at the magnets. The material boundary can be made invisible to an inductive electric field,
and the first-wall need not accommodate power injection ports or antennas. These features could
help achieve a maintainable and reliable fusion power source. This overview summarizes MST re-
sults important for the advancement of the RFP as well as for improved understanding of toroidal
confinement generally. Evidence for first observations of trapped-electron mode (TEM) turbulence
in the RFP is obtained. Short-wavelength density fluctuations exhibit a density-gradient threshold,
and GENE modeling predicts unstable TEMs. Core-localized neutral beam injection stimulates
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bursty modes with both Alfvènic and EPM scaling. One mode agrees with a new analytic theory
for the magnetic-island-induced Alfvèn eigenmode (MIAE), which conspires with an EPM to affect
fast ion transport. At high current the RFP transitions to the quasi-single-helicity (QSH) state. A
method to control the locked phase of QSH has been developed using resonant magnetic perturba-
tions (RMP). Runaway electrons that appear without RMP are suppressed. An improved model for
simultaneous interactions of multiple tearing modes and error fields has been developed. The RFP’s
tearing-relaxation behavior together with well-developed theory and computation create a ripe op-
portunity for rigorous validation of MHD models. Integrated data analysis (IDA) complements
validation by maximizing the information embedded in multiple diagnostics, which is essential for
future fusion development steps having limited diagnostics. Using IDA methods, meta-diagnostics
that combine charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy, x-ray tomography, and Thomson scat-
tering yield more robust measurements of Zeff and Te, critical parameters for MHD. Nonlinear
studies using an extended MHD model including drift and two-fluid physics in NIMROD show
features similar to MST observations, including a tendency for the MHD and Hall emf terms to op-
pose each other in Ohm’s law, and opposition of the Maxwell and Reynolds stresses in momentum
balance.

1 Introduction
The reversed field pinch (RFP) offers unique capabilities that could be critical to closing gaps to
fusion power, stemming from the greater concentration of the magnetic field within the plasma.
The RFP has large plasma current and small toroidal field, with q(r) < 1. Two key benefits
arise: (1) the possibility for ohmic heating to ignition and (2) minimization of the field strength
at the magnets. The RFP’s large current density makes ohmic ignition and high fusion gain pos-
sible, if energy confinement is similar to that of a same-size, same-field tokamak [1]. Further,
the material boundary can be made invisible to a low frequency inductive electric field, and
the first-wall need not accommodate power injection ports or rf antennas. A practical energy
system must be maintainable and reliable to assure high availability of power production, and
ohmic heating and simpler magnets could help achieve these requirements by reducing system
complexity and eliminating auxiliary heating requirements.

This overview of results from the MST program summarizes physics important for the ad-
vancement of the RFP as well as for improved understanding of toroidal magnetic confinement
in general. With increasing emphasis on predictive fusion science, multi-configuration research
allows the development of robust plasma models that inform inevitable physics and techno-
logical tradeoffs. It also provides a basis for continuing innovation. Topics included are the
emergence of microturbulence in the RFP, energetic particle effects with neutral beam injec-
tion, integrated data analysis in support of model validation, control of helical plasma states
using resonant magnetic perturbations, and magnetic self-organization physics.

2 Microturbulence in the RFP
Strong evidence for the first observations of trapped-electron mode (TEM) turbulence in the
RFP is obtained through measurements of short-wavelength density fluctuations and gyroki-
netic modeling [2]. Improved-confinement plasma conditions are obtained in MST using in-
ductive profile control to minimize tearing modes that cause widespread magnetic stochasticity
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[3]. When applied, inductive control decreases the magnetic fluctuation up to five-fold, and the
global energy confinement time increases up to ten-fold. The achieved confinement is compa-
rable to that expected for a tokamak plasma of the same size, field strength, and heating power
[4]. The gradients in the density and temperature are increased as well. There is a strong likeli-
hood that transport in the RFP will be ultimately limited by microturbulence once global tearing
is sufficiently reduced. The observation of internal electron transport barriers associated with
quasi-single-single conditions has also prompted consideration of microturbulence in the RFP
[5, 6].

!

FIG. 1: Density fluctuation power spectra obtained with FIR interferometry. The data are the
line-integrated fluctuations at r/a ≈ 0.85 in standard RFP conditions before inductive control
is applied (10 ms) and at the time of maximum plasma pressure during inductive control (24
ms). The density gradient is maximum at this chord location.

A new feature in density fluctuations emerges in improved-confinement MST plasmas near
50 kHz with k⊥ρi 6 0.14 . The density fluctuation power spectrum for standard and improved-
confinement conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The fluctuations with f ∼ 50 kHz propagate in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction and exhibit a density-gradient threshold at R/Ln ≈ 15, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Gyrokinetic modeling using the GENE code predicts unstable density-gradient-driven TEMs
for these plasmas [7, 8]. The critical gradient for linear instability is close to the measured value
in Fig. 2. This value is larger than for tokamak plasmas by ∼ R/a. Nonlinear analysis with
GENE predicts very strong zonal flows, and the Dimits-like up-shift for the critical gradient can
be as large as R/Ln ≈ 80. The predicted transport with large zonal flows is very small, much
smaller than the observed transport level in improved-confinement MST plasmas. Since tearing
modes are reduced but not completely eliminated, the impact of small magnetic perturbations
has been assessed in the GENE simulations by including a small (non-stochastic) magnetic per-
turbation in the simulation flux-tube volume. The zonal flows are adversely affected by the
radial motion induced by the magnetic perturbation, and the transport level in the nonlinearly
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FIG. 2: Density fluctuation amplitude versus the normalized density gradient scale length, Ln =
ne/|∇ne|. The fluctuation amplitude is for the region of maximum ∇ne near r/a = 0.85. Data
for low (200 kA) and moderate (400 kA) current improved-confinement plasmas are shown.

saturated turbulence increases to a value comparable to that of the experiment. The Dimits-like
shift is also greatly reduced, and the nonlinear critical gradient is about 20% larger than for
linear growth rates.

The observed fluctuations and their correspondence to gyrokinetic simulation predictions is
strong evidence for TEM behavior in inductively controlled MST plasmas. The prediction for
strong zonal flows implies that the confinement-limiting turbulence in the RFP could be much
weaker in the RFP than for tokamak or stellarator plasmas, if magnetic fluctuations associated
with tearing can be further suppressed. This bolsters the case for achieving tokamak-like con-
finement in the RFP and the possibility for ohmic heating to ignition. The zonal flow response to
a magnetic perturbation suggests the application of resonant magnetic perturbations in tokamak
plasmas could affect turbulent transport in similar fashion.

3 Energetic Particle Physics
MST is equipped with a 1 MW, 25 keV tangential neutral beam injection (NBI) system that
creates a significant population of high V|| fast ions localized in the core region of the plasma
[9]. Previous work has shown that the fast ion confinement is very good, much larger than
the thermal ion confinement due to drift effects [10]. This allows build up of a large fast ion
density, and several energetic-particle-driven modes are excited that have both Alfvènic and
EPM scaling characteristics [11, 12]. The features of an m = 1, n = 4 bursty mode that
has Alfvènic scaling are consistent with a new analytic formulation [13] of the theory for a
magnetic-island-induced Alfvèn eigenmode (MIAE) [14] associated with a gap in the Alfvèn
continuum caused by magnetic island structure. An m = 1, n = 5 tearing mode is resonant
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near the core in “non-reversed” MST plasmas with edge safety factor, q(a) = 0.
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Figure 2: The measured n=4 frequency lies be-
tween the jin=1 and jin=2 branches of the MIAE.

n=5 island 

Figure 3: Numerically computed MIAE mode struc-
ture in MST plasma.

cannot rule out an ideal helical perturbation, which would likely recategorize the n = 4 bursting
mode as an HAE. If tearing does occur at the q = 1/5 surface, the resultant island alters the
n=4 branch of the Alfvén continuum and a gap forms in its core. A new analytic theory [Cook
& Hegna, Phys. Plasmas 2015] computes the continuum frequencies on helical magnetic flux

surfaces located within island separatrices. At the O-point, f =
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where w is the island width, jin is an integer that denotes the branch of the continua, q00 and
fBAE are the magnetic shear and minimum BAE frequency at the rational surface.

A controlled scan of the core Alfvén speed for discharges with an n=5 magnetic island
is shown in Fig. 2. The measured n=4 MIAE frequency falls between the jin=1 and jin=2
branches. Numerical simulations using a new code (SIESTAlfven) have identified the bursts
as MIAE modes. This new code relies on 3D MHD equilibrium reconstructions that allow for

Figure 4: Coherent 3D core perturbation
reduces ⌧fi, while ⌧fi approaches the classical
limit in a stochastic field (inset).

equilibrium islands using the SIESTA code. In
Fig. 3, the mode structure of the MIAE is plotted.
The mode has both n=4 and n=-1 components that
are centered within the n0=5 magnetic island that
are in agreement with the measurements in Fig. 1.

Fast ion confinement is reduced when the 3D
magnetic perturbation is large and coherent. This
can result from neoclassical and fluctuation-induced
transport. Non-intuitively, the fast ion confinement
approaches the classical limit in the presence of
multiple small tearing modes that cause magnetic
stochasticity. Plotted in green in Fig. 4 are mea-
sured confinement times (⌧fi) of tangentially co-
injected 25keV D+ as a function of 3D helical core
perturbation. The confinement responds inversely,
occupying the shaded green box in the inset figure. The remainder of data in the inset are a
measure of fast ion confinement over a range of stochasticity in the RFP brought about by mul-
tiple overlapping tearing modes. Blue points represent modestly stochastic standard discharges,
while red points are current-profile-controlled discharges with reduced stochasticity. In these
two cases, ⌧fi >> ⌧thermal showing a relative insensitivity to stochasticity but a strong response
to a coherent 3D core perturbation.
This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under award number DE-FC02-05ER54814.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: (a) Measured n = 4 bursty mode frequency for varying NBI energy and majority
ion species lies between the j = 1 and j = 2 branches of the MIAE. (b) A semi-quantitative
cartoon of a poloidal cross-section illustrating the concentration of NBI-generated fast ions
(red shading) in the core of an MST plasma that has a large m = 1 magnetic island.

The frequency scaling of the n = 4 bursty mode with varying Alfvén speed in hydrogen,
deuterium, and helium plasmas is shown in Fig. 3(a). A cartoon of the core magnetic topology
and fast ion density is shown in Fig. 3(b). The new analytic theory computes the Alfvèn con-
tinuum on helical magnetic flux surfaces located within the island separatrices. At the O-point,

the continuum frequency is f =
√
f 2
BAE + n2j(j+2)

16
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number of the magnetic island, j is an integer that indicates the branch of the mode, q′0 is the
perpendicular derivative of the safety factor at the resonant surface (magnetic shear), W is the
island width, VA is the local Alfvèn velocity, and fBAE is the minimum BAE frequency at the
rational surface. The mode data in MST fall between the predicted j = 1 and j = 2 contin-
uum branches, marked by the blue lines in Fig. 3(a). Multi-chord FIR interferometry shows the
mode is localized to the q = 1/5 region, and this MIAE conspires with an EPM to affect fast ion
transport through a predator-prey mechanism [12]. The local fast ion pressure is nevertheless
large with local βfi ≈ βth, owing to the near-classical fast-ion confinement.

4 Controlling the Quasi-Single-Helicity State
At high current the RFP often spontaneously transitions to the quasi-single-helicity (QSH) state
characterized by the growth of the inner-most resonant m = 1 tearing mode to large amplitude
while the broadband “secondary” modes are reduced [6]. The amplitude of the dominant mode
can become so large that the plasma core region contains only a helical magnetic axis, somewhat
analogous to stellarator equilibria. The dominant toroidal mode number is determined by the
on-axis value of the safety factor, which scales with aspect ratio as q(0) ≈ 2

3
(a/R0). In MST

the dominant mode is typically n = 5 while in RFX-mod it is typically n = 6 or 7.
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FIG. 4: SOLIDWORKS c© model of the bottom half of MST’s 5-cm-thick aluminum shell in the
region of the vertical cut. The error field correction coils (green) are also used to apply a
toroidally localized magnetic perturbation with a precise poloidal mode, m. Pickup coils (pink)
measure the field locally in the gap. The 64-station pickup loop array used to measure the
toroidal mode spectrum is shown in black .

same amplitude is applied. It is clear that high-energy x rays
are not suppressed by the m¼ 3 perturbation.

There is also an apparent impact of the m¼ 1 magnetic
perturbation on the bulk electron temperature profile.
Figure 4 showed a case with the RMP amplitude of 4%
applied until 26 ms (highlighted by the dashed line). Figure 8
shows two Te radial profiles measured during the time win-
dow shown in Figure 4. One was measured during applica-
tion of the RMP, while the other was measured after the
RMP is turned off. In both cases, the amplitude of the n¼ 5
mode has saturated, and a temperature structure is present.
One noticeable difference between the two profiles is the
width of the structure inside of r/a¼ 0.4. The structure is

narrower with the RMP applied. Such a narrowing has been
observed in temperature profiles from multiple shots. The
impact of a still-larger-amplitude RMP on the Te profile has
yet to be explored.

FIELD LINE TRACING RECONSTRUCTIONS

The data in the RMP impact on non-thermal and thermal
electrons section suggest that the m¼ 1 RMP may be chang-
ing the magnetic topology by reintroducing and/or intensify-
ing magnetic stochasticity. To better understand this
potential effect, we have reconstructed the magnetic topol-
ogy for various cases with the MAL54 field line tracing code.
These reconstructions start with data from the 3D resistive-
MHD code, DEBS.55 Included are an axisymmetric equilib-
rium plus the eigenfunctions associated with the 11 largest
resonant m¼ 1 tearing modes, with 5" n" 15. The mode
spectrum from DEBS is flat. Hence, to mock up the very
peaked QSH mode spectrum, the amplitude of the n¼ 5
component is increased 10-fold, matching the experiment.

To this is added the vacuum field associated with the
external magnetic perturbation. Since the magnetic perturba-
tion is produced at the narrow vertical cut in the conducting
shell, the associated toroidal mode spectrum is broad. Hence,
we include 50 n harmonics, all with the same poloidal perio-
dicity, amplitude, and radial profile. The radial profile is the
vacuum solution to Ampere’s law using the current flowing
in each correction coil. The plasma response has been
neglected, which is a common assumption.56–58

In Figure 9 are Poincar!e plots produced over the poloi-
dal cross section at the toroidal location of the vertical cut in
the shell. The field line maps are similar at other toroidal
locations. In all these reconstructions, each field line com-
pletes 1500 toroidal transits, which is the number of turns
needed by an electron to achieve an energy above 20 keV in
MST. In the top left plot (Figure 9(a)) is the case without an
external magnetic perturbation. In one quadrant is a region
of reduced stochasticity corresponding to the 3D structure.
The Poincar!e plot is similar to those reconstructed from
experimental measurements of QSH plasmas with a single
helical axis.43 This result is also in agreement with previous
field line tracing studies where a region of reduced stochas-
ticity was observed in conjunction with QSH states.59 On the
top right (Figure 9(b)), a m¼ 1 perturbation is applied with
an amplitude dbMP

t =dbð1;5Þt ¼ 3%, where we are now normal-
izing each (1,n) component of the external perturbation to
the amplitude of the internally resonant (1,5) mode, both
quantities measured at the boundary. This perturbation
causes a shrinking of the structure. On the lower left (Figure
9(c)), the m¼ 1 perturbation is increased to ’13%, causing
the structure to vanish. On the lower right (Figure 9(d)), an
m¼ 3 perturbation is applied with an amplitude of ’13%
once again. Here, the m¼ 1 structure remains largely unper-
turbed. Note that despite the fact that the perturbation
applied is local, the effect on the stochasticity is observed at
any toroidal position. This can be attributed to the fact that
the level of stochasticity depends on the average magnetic
energy of the perturbations rather than on their position.60

FIG. 7. Comparison of x-ray counts with m¼ 1 (a) and m¼ 3 (b) magnetic
perturbations. Shaded areas correspond to time when perturbations are
applied. Counting rate lower than in previous plots due to x-ray detector
being mounted at a different location.

FIG. 8. Examples of electron temperature profiles during (red) and after
(blue) application of a bRMP

r =BðaÞ ’ 4% magnetic perturbation. The two
profiles are extracted from 25 and 30 ms in Figure 4.

056104-5 Munaretto et al. Phys. Plasmas 23, 056104 (2016)
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FIG. 5: Comparison of x-ray counts with (a) m = 1 and (b) m = 3 magnetic perturbations.
The red shaded regions correspond to the period the perturbations are applied. The implied
reduction in runaway electrons is greater for resonant (m = 1) versus non-resonant (m = 3)
perturbations. (see [15])
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The phase of the helical 3D structure for QSH plasmas in MST is wall-locked but varies
shot-to-shot. A method has been developed to control the locked phase using m = 1 resonant
magnetic perturbations (RMP) applied through the vertical cut in the metal shell surrounding
the plasma, shown in Fig. 4 [16]. A key benefit is improved diagnosis using diagnostics that
cannot simultaneously observe the 3D structure, e.g., an internal electron heat transport barrier.
To apply an RMP, saddle coils that are normally used for feedback control of the local magnetic
field error are programmed to produce a radial field with a given m value. Since the gap is
narrow, the toroidal mode spectrum for the RMP is very broad.

An interesting property of QSH plasmas is that runaway electrons are better confined than
for standard plasmas with a broad spectrum of similarly sized modes. When a resonant m = 1
RMP is applied of sufficient amplitude, the runaway electrons are reduced (inferred through x-
ray measurements). This is interpreted as increased magnetic stochasticity in the region of the
dominant mode caused by multiple RMPs. When a non-resonant m = 3 RMP is applied, the
runaway electrons persist. This points to the importance of magnetic stochasticity in affecting
the control of runaway electrons, a great concern for disruptions in tokamak plasmas [15].

Anm = 1 RMP also affects locking of multiple tearing modes in the standard multi-helicity
regime of the RFP. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. An improved model for the locking of tearing
modes due to magnetic field errors has been developed that includes the interaction of multiple
modes [17]. The torque balance is modeled as

ρ(r)
∂∆Ωφ

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
rµ⊥(r)

∂∆Ωφ

∂r

)
+
∑

n

Tm,nEM (t)

4π2rR3
0

δ(r − rm,ns ) (1)

where Ω(rm,ns , t) = V m,n
φ /R is the toroidal angular velocity of tearing mode (m,n) at rational

surface, r = rm,ns , and Tm,nEM is the torque between the tearing mode and the resonant magnetic
perturbation. The single free parameter in the model is the perpendicular viscocity, µ⊥(r),
which is taken to be spatially constant. The viscosity is adjusted to give a best-fit to the measured
mode velocities. The required µ⊥ as a function of the number of modes included in Eq. 1 is
shown in Fig. 7.

5 Validation and Integrated Data Analysis
The RFP’s tearing-relaxation behavior together with well-developed theory and computation
create a ripe opportunity for the rigorous validation of MHD models [18]. Integrated data
analysis (IDA) complements validation by maximizing the information embedded in multiple
diagnostics, which is essential for future fusion development steps having more limited diag-
nostics. A crucial MHD parameter is the Lundquist number, S = τR/τA which depends on
the plasma’s resistivity, η ∼ ZeffT

−3/2
e . Using IDA methods, meta-diagnostics that combine

MST’s charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy, x-ray tomography, and Thomson scatter-
ing yield more robust measurements of Zeff and Te. IDA is implemented for MST diagnostics
using a Bayesian probability framework, which enables a combination of information from
complementary diagnostics in a rigorous approach and production of the most probable esti-
mate of a physical quantities. For example, standard single-instrument techniques to measure
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FIG. 6: Experimental and modeled tearing mode data for modes m = 1, n = 6, 7, 8 in blue,
green, and red color, respectively. The (a) amplitudes of each mode and (b,c) their mode veloc-
ities. Model predictions are shown as dashed lines. In (b), the mode velocities are compared
with model predictions using the modeled amplitudes in (a), while in (c) they are compared
using the measured mode amplitudes in (a). The model includes the braking torques associated
with eight modes, m = 1, n = 6− 13. (see [17])

!

FIG. 7: Model-required kinematic viscosity for a best fit to the experimental locking time (when
V TM
φ → 0) versus the number of modes included in the model. The lower/upper values of error

bars correspond to the best fit viscosity when the modeled plasma density is varied within its
measurement uncertainty, ne0 = (0.85± 0.05)× 1019 m−3. (see [17])
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Zeff on MST all failed to provide robust and reliable measurement. However, data from differ-
ent diagnostics contain some information about Zeff , e.g., soft-x-ray (SXR) tomography, vis-
ible and x-ray spectroscopy, Thomson scattering background, neutral beam attenuation, direct
charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) measurements of impurity densities,
and others. IDA techniques have recently been applied on MST to combine information from
CHERS and SXR to produce an improved estimate of Zeff in improved-confinement plasmas
[19], which is shown in Fig. 8.

!
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required to transform raw data into useful measurements, implying that such models must 
themselves be understood and validated. 

Integrated Data Analysis (IDA) provides a method to deal with these challenges and has the 
potential to maximize the usefulness of the information recorded by a set of diagnostics [5].  
It is being developed as an integral part of the MST validation effort in order to achieve the 
highest quality and most complete comparison of experiment to simulation.  IDA stands in 
contrast to standard analysis techniques, which generally apply inversion and/or curve-fitting 
techniques to single-instrument data, resulting in measurements with features sometimes in 
disagreement (e.g., electron density profiles from interferometry and Thomson scattering 
often do not overlay).  IDA, by its basic structure, avoids such disagreements by 
incorporating all measurement data into a probabilistic analysis framework.  IDA proceeds 
with a series of steps: 

• Identify uncertainties and quantify with probability distribution functions (PDF) 
• Combine all relevant information within a probabilistic framework, including 

diagnostic models and prior knowledge 
• Marginalize out nuisance parameters such as systematic effects 
• Final result is the marginal posterior PDF of the quantity of interest:  mean value of 

PDF is an estimate of parameter of interest, and variance of PDF is a measure of 
uncertainty 

We have implemented IDA using a Bayesian probability framework, which enables easy 
inclusion of diagnostic information in forward models and facilitates the modular 
incorporation of new data by multiplication of likelihoods.  We place particular emphasis on 
developing techniques for multi-diagnostic and multi-parameter analysis.  Applying IDA 
using a Bayesian framework enables combination of information from complementary 
diagnostics in a rigorous way and production of the most probable estimate of a physical 
quantity such as effective ionic charge Zeff or electron temperature Te. 

A valuable feature of IDA is the ability to 
extend measurement capability by the 
formation of meta-diagnostics, which combine 
information from various instruments to 
produce unique measurements.  For example, 
standard single-instrument techniques to 
measure Zeff on MST all failed to provide robust 
and reliable measurement.  However, data 
from many diagnostics contain some 
information about Zeff (e.g., soft-x-ray (SXR) 
tomography, visible and x-ray spectroscopy, 
Thomson scattering background, neutral beam 
attenuation, direct charge-exchange 
recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) 
measurements of impurity densities, and 
others).  IDA techniques have recently been 
applied on MST to combine information from 
two diagnostics (CHERS and SXR) to produce 
a most probable estimate of Zeff in improved-
confinement plasmas [11].  Figure 4 shows an 
example measurement of Zeff in the core region 
of MST, along with the one-sigma uncertainty.  

 

FIG. 4.  Most probable radial profile of 
Zeff in the core of MST, produced by 
combining data from CHERS and SXR 
tomography using the techniques of IDA.  
Lack of soft x-ray data outside of r = 0.3 m 
currently constrains the measurement to the 
core region; it is not an inherent limit of the 
technique. 

FIG. 8: Most probable radial profile of Zeff in the core of MST, produced by combining data
from CHERS and SXR tomography using the techniques of IDA. The gray band indicates the
one-sigma uncertainty. (see [19])

6 Two-fluid Physics in Magnetic Self-Organization
The model for tearing-relaxation has recently been extended to include ion drift and two-
fluid physics. This was motivated in large part by MST observations of simultaneous current
and plasma flow relaxation during magnetic reconnection, and probe measurements of a large
fluctuation-induced Hall dynamo emf, 〈J̃×B̃〉||/ene, which is also proportional to the Maxwell
stress for parallel ion flow.

Nonlinear computational studies using NIMROD show features similar to MST observa-
tions, including a tendency for the MHD and Hall emf terms to oppose each other in Ohm’s
law, and opposition of the Maxwell and Reynolds stresses in momentum balance [20]. Gyro-
viscosity is especially important in the RFP since the drifts are nearly completely in-surface.
The dynamical behavior of the MHD and Hall e.m.f. quantities calculated in NIMROD are
shown in Fig. 9 for a case with a two-fluid Ohm’s law and ion gyroviscosity in momentum
balance. The Lundquist number used in the simulation is somewhat lower than for typical MST
plasmas. The viscosity measured in MST by methods described above is anomalous in MST,
and the most appropriate value for the simulations is not well established. The NIMROD simu-
lations produce relaxation events which are similar in character to the sawtooth process in MST
plasmas. These events occur between the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 9. Note the tendency for
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the opposition of the MHD and Hall dynamo e.m.f.’s in the core region for the relaxation events
at t/τ ∼ 8500 and 10500. A specially armored “deep-insertion” probe is presently being used
to measure the Hall e.m.f. over the outer half of the MST plasma. These measurements reveal
a very large e.m.f. and further confirm the importance of extended MHD physics for tearing
relaxation dynamics and the dynamo mechanism in the RFP.

69

4.3.1 Dynamo Drive

The components of the MHD and Hall dynamo parallel to the axisymmetric magnetic field
for this computation are shown in the contour plots of Fig. 4.8. With ion gyroviscosity, the

Figure 4.8: MHD and Hall dynamo parallel to the axisymmetric magnetic field. The
relaxation events are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Note the colorbar axes di�er.
(Parameters: a⁄0 = ≠3.88, �e = 1, �i = 1, S = 20, 000, Pm = 1.0)

nonlinear activity after the first relaxation event is considerably reduced, as in a similar
S = 80, 000 simulation (model E) with the same e�ects included in the model [70]. The
dynamo activity is much more sparse, but subsequent bursts of activity also show opposition
between the MHD and Hall dynamo as in the case without the ion gyroviscosity. This is
most pronounced in the second relaxation event of model C with dynamo amplitudes roughly
matching the initial event, but is also prevalent in the third relaxation event, although the
activity there is much more intermittent.

4.3.2 Modal Decomposition

In the first event, the structure of the dynamo contributions from individual modes are very
similar to those in the two-fluid computation without ion gyroviscosity, as can be seen in
Fig. 4.9. The first event is again dominated by the m = 1, n = 6 and m = 1, n = 8 modes,
with some contributions from the m = 1, n = 10. However, the amplitude of the Hall dynamo
contributions here are about 1.5 to 2 times larger than in the first event in model B, and

FIG. 9: Time evolution of the profiles for the MHD dynamo e.m.f., 〈Ṽ × B̃〉||, and the Hall
dynamo e.m.f., 〈J̃ × B̃〉||/ene, for extended MHD simulations using NIMROD. The Lundquist
number is S = 20, 000, the magnetic Prandtl number is Pm = 1, and the normalized ion skin
depth is di/a = 0.17. Ion gyroviscocity is also included. Relaxation events are bounded by
the dotted lines, and the radial location of resonant surfaces for dominant tearing modes are
identified by colored lines (see [20]).
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